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Measure the diagonal of the ductwork bend to obtain the cutting length of the ‘Fastrac’
fixing track for the aerofoil turning vane assembly.

From the first full tag, measure 30mm from the centre line of the fixing hole and cut the
fixing track, ensuring that the first tag is left complete.

From the cut end measure the required length of fixing track less 30mm. From the last
available full tag, measure 30mm from the centre line of the fixing hole and cut the fixing
track.  (Do not cut through the next tag)

Bend the tags 90deg on the fixing hole centreline ensuring they are bent in the same
direction as the bead of the fixing track.

Cut the turning vanes using the internal height of the duct less 6 to 8mm. Push all the
vanes onto one section of fixing track with the curve of the turning vane away from the
opening left by the tag.

Beginning at one end, enter the first tag into the turning vane and progress along each
tag until all of the tags are entered into the turning vane. Using a soft headed mallet with
minimum force to gently tap the fixing tool onto each of the track tags until all are fully
entered into the turning vane.

To connect the fixing track and turning vane together, insert the fixing tool into the fixing
hole with the curved edge of the cutter towards the seam in the turning vane.

Again, use a soft headed mallet with minimum force to gently tap the fixing tool and cut
the turning vane to lock it onto the fixing track tag.

Fit the completed turning vane assembly into the duct with the first turning vane set at
60mm from the inside throat of the bend.

It may be necessary to trim the fixing track after the last tag, before the completed turning
vane assembly will fit into the duct in the correct position.

Safety
Please make sure you are wearing adequate PPE clothing when handling any exposed
metal edges as these can sometimes be sharp.
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